Climatestrike Switzerland:
60’000 + people out on the street!

Some of them join the

Regional Level

(and help within working groups that
might ressemble the ones on the national level).
They are working within the nationally defined guidelines,
do and coordinate a lot of great regional action,
and keep in contact with the national level.

Aargau

Zürich
Some of them join the

National Level

Appenzell

on Discord and for National Meetings with plenaries (eg in Bern).
They define the national guidelines in Working Groups & Sub Working Groups,
work on things within national importance and coordinate the regional groups.

Zug

Develops our demands and understands
how they have to be adapted.
Creates an action plan on how our
movement should proceed.

Visions
Collect
Knowledge

Global
Coordination
Knows what's going on; check
work of other national WGs,
maintain organisational structure.

Maintains contact with
regions & ensures
communication.

Bern

Develops and starts
organising ideas for further
national events.
Makes proposals with
concrete dates that can be
accepted by the plenary
and therefore count as
national actions.

Biel

Demands

Next Steps

Maintain contact with global
movement & FFF international

Basel

Dreams about the world we finally
want to live in and understands how
we could get there.

Forms ad-hoc-groups for
preparing and coordinating
a specific strike, when its
accepted by the plenary.

Share
Knowledge

National
Coordination

Future &
Strategy

Regional
Coordination

Education
& Values

Coordination

Develops guidelines for the
coordination on all levels and
connects them.

Further
Events &
Ideas

National
Plenary

Ad-hoc
next Demo

Communication

Fribourg
Forms ad-hoc-groups for
preparing and coordinating
specific actions.

Ad-hoc
next Action

Collects money and funds
trough various means.
Defines the guidelines and
ethical values for doing so.

Genève

Institutional
Relations

Finance

Defines the general
guidelines of financial
matters

Defines guidelines. Maintains
& establish contact with
other organisations and
individuals.

Newsletter
& Broadcast

Organisations
(NGOs)
Distribution

Glarus

Website

Fund
Raising

Distribution of money to
accumulated costs, regions
based on our guidelines.

Accounting
Supporters
Maintains bank account,
general accounting.
Keeps track of financial
situation.

Develops campaigns
with outside
supporters; recruit
and reach out to
potential supporters.

Parties,
Politicians,
Institutional
Politics

Companies

Maintains and manages
relationship to parties and
elected politicians. Makes
specific proposals about
how deep we should enter
into institutional politics.

Luzern

Controls & checks media
output and created
artwork before release

Ticino

Maintains website & mail
addresses, posts new
content, coordinates the
local website content,
and eventually a blog.

St.
Gallen

Builds and maintains
contacts with NGOs.
Understands the needs of
our movements and the
possibilities by accepting or
demanding support.

Solothurn

Schaffhausen
Neuchâtel

Thurgau

Maintains whatsapp and
eMail newsletter as a
communication tool for
interested people.

Builds and maintains
contacts with companies &
multinationals. Understands
the needs of our movements
and the possibilities by
accepting or demanding
support.

Graubünden

Jura

Creates flyers, stickers,
videos etc; collects and
creates pictures and
videos from actions and
edit them.

Quality
Control

Establish guidelines for
public image & social media.
Creates national
campaigns.

Vaud

Develops campaigns in
social media, maintains the
accounts, replies and
forwards messages,
shares produced content,
keeps people updated.

Creative

Votes on the propositions
from the working groups
by consensus. Defines the
competences.

Collects action ideas within
the movement, proposes
specific dates and themes
and coordinates the local
actions.

Shapes the way the great
public will hear about us.
Deals with media requests
and writes press releases.
Collects all the published
articles.

Social
Media

Develops coherent education
concept
concept and
and values.
values

Activism

Valais

Educates and trains people
internally and externally,
prepares inputs.

Press &
Media
Relations

Develops specific proposals
for the future behaviour and
strategy.

Ad-hoc
next Strike

Forms ad-hoc-groups for
preparing and coordinating
a specific demo, when its
accepted by the plenary.

Collects information, thoughts,
visions, books, films, research,
intelligent people…

